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We Are National Award Winners!
This year The Access Alliance gave out National Access Alliance People’s Choice Accessibility Awards for Business.
These awards are for businesses who make it easier for everyone to take part in community life, get jobs and have
chances to learn. They are also for businesses who have accessible things you can buy, services you can use,
events and buildings. We are very excited to be able to say that we WON the Best Accessiblility Employer category.
This was a fantastic start to 2020 for Thumbs Up.

2020 Brings Some Challenges...

The Coronavirus pandemic has meant that we had to close the Thumbs Up hall and find new ways to support people. We spent a lot
of time thinking about new ways that support and interactions could be provided from a distance. There were games and activities to
complete made and sent out to people, challenges set, emails sent, videos made and posted on our own private Vimeo site for everybody to view just to name a few of the activities! We thought that it was very important to still be able to interact and connect with
everybody during this stressful time , trying to create a sense of normalcy, even if just for a short time. We have all learnt so much
about using technology and different forms of communication! Zoom has become our new best friend and it is so great for everybody to be able to see everyone and that we are all healthy and here. It has been a great way to keep friendships alive as well as
encouraging new friendships. We have been able to have at least one zoom session a day which everybody is encouraged and welcome to attend. We have been able to keep up our amazing music sessions with John Paul and Claire, we have had quizzes, chances for coffee and chats so everybody can just catch up, a Mad Hatter’s Tea , New Zealand Sign Language lessons and communication sessions, they are just done a little differently. It has been fantastic to see how much everybody has learnt in such a short time,
and more and more people being able to connect into the zoom sessions and become more independent during these sessions as
time has gone on. It is great to still be able to see everybody’s smiling faces and know that we are still able to provide support in a
meaningful way for everybody.
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Thumbs Up At A Glance!
Let’s get Physical!
A big part of what we
do at Thumbs Up is
about encouraging
physical health and
wellbeing. Have a
look at some of the
different exercises
and activities that we
try to get into our days
at Thumbs Up!
Right: Our walking
group
Below: Yoga with
Claudia
Above: Andrew enjoying Bend and Stretch
Below: Seth enjoying Watsu with Robert

Right: Abi sailing
Middle Right: Merryn sailing
Far right: Karyn playing Bocce at
Laura Fergusson.

Below: Remutaka Gym is always a
favourite activity.
Left to right: Group parachute activity; Phillip concentrating on
beam; Corey balancing; Danni on
the rope swing
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Thumbs Up At A Glance!

Drama
Last year the Thumbs Up Drama Crew along with Claire Hewitt wrote and produced a pirate film “Coconuts.”
We had a lot of fun filming and we were so proud when we were able to have a real movie screening to show
everyone what we had been up to.
Here is a link if you would like to see our film: http://www.creativespark.nz/news/2018/12/13/coconuts
The project that we are currently working on is another short film written by the Thumbs Up drama crew. This is
a cowboy film “Good Will Triumph.” We started filming this earlier this year but obviously it has had to be put on
the backburner for a little while until we can figure out safe travel and filming experiences.
We want to acknowledge and thank all of the people who have supported us to get as far through the project as
we are, and we hope to be able to get back out in the community and film more soon! Here is a sneak peak of a
few photos from before quarantine.
What we are doing right now is an adapted online version of theatre. These are games, exercises and opportunities to connect, play and be together. We even had a bit of fun on May 4th with “Star Wars Day.” We played
some games, recreated some outfits for Chewbacca, Darth Vader and Princess Leia, and watched some videos
led by Jason Gunn on how to sound like Chewbacca https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLBJmqd0lm0 and
Yoda https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGQQw4pKihw.

Communication In Action with Shannon Hennig
We didn’t really consider incorporating telepractice into our communication sessions before the Covid Rāhui.
Sure, we would occasionally video chat, but never like this! Yet it has been so fun, effective and empowering.
The technology evened the playing field – gestures, sign and writing became as powerful as talking. For example, signing a letter to point out who to ask a question; gestures and facial expressions were so easy for everyone to see; using the screen share function to write down words when we don’t quite catch what someone
said. Staff noticed that they were slowing down with longer pauses so it was easier to find space for the adults
to join the conversation. There was also the option to be joyous and loud while using the mute button to help
others who are sensitive to loud noises. While the rest of the world were complaining about “zoom fatigue” the
adults from Thumbs Up were thriving, contributing and even hosting. Brian said he loved getting to stay connected with everyone, someone else loved seeing everyone's faces, Melissa loved hosting and Abi said she
wants to keep learning how to use technology.
The skills we have been using will serve us well in the future - for staying connected with people we love; for
learning; for volunteering and work opportunities; attending virtual doctor’s appointments; and checking out
new places before visiting to make sure they are accessible and not scary. Maybe even “night” classes where
people can zoom in to learn new sign language or any other topic.
We are so proud of the entire Thumbs Up community, with a huge thank-you to all the families who bravely
ventured into new tech support roles when we were still all in our bubbles.

Left: Melissa hosting a zoom session
and her reflection
afterwards
Right: A Zoom session in progress
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Supporters of Thumbs Up
2018-2020 Grants and
Donations
Wellington Community Trust
Hutt Mana Charitable Trust
Hutt City Council –Creative Communities
Winton and Margaret Bear Charitable Trust
Infinity Foundation
Rehabilitation Welfare Trust

Our website:
www.thumbsuptrust.org.nz

ANZ Staff Foundation
TG Macarthy Trust
IHC Hutt Valley Association

Ongoing Service Support

Our Amazing Contractors

Jo Young—Petone Physiotherapy

Claire Hewitt

Shannon Hennig

Avenue Service Station

John Paul Young

Gareth Hansen

Fine Signs

Christene Loweth

Cora deWit

Vertia Print
PC Patch

Without these amazing people we wouldn’t be able to provide the
service that we do. They are invaluable to us with their varied talents,
skills and services that they bring to Thumbs Up.

Volunteers

Walter Bunker

Marion Waswo

Nathan Croudis

Robert Gibb

A big THANK YOU to Neil, Beaudie and Lacey from
PC Patch in Petone.

Phillipa Tebby

David Schutz

Claudia Porto

Cheryl Pearse

Neil keeps us humming along by kindly donating his
time and expertise to support our IT systems.

Matako Mendoza

Jamie-Ann Gerzon

Thank You

Lacey and Beaudie have important jobs too —They
provide many snuggly cuddles and lots of fun and
games while Neil is busy sorting out the computer
systems. They are definitely loved by everybody
when they visit!

Daphney Taura

Thank you for all the support
and donations of time and
resources that we have
received and continue to
receive. We really
appreciate the support and
couldn’t do what we do
without the generous
support we receive from
everybody and our
community.

